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When we talk about the world of internet, a 
customer is genuinely considered to be the King. 
Think for a minute, what will happen when the 
customer finds navigation of your site challenging 
and uninteresting? It's simple; they will likely click 
away or move to your competitor's website. 
Corporations, to stay competitive against rivals, are 
spending extensive time and money to improve user 
experience because positive user experience leads 
to increased word of mouth and high rate of 
customer engagement.

Introduction

Corporations, to stay competitive against rivals, are 
spending extensive time and money to improve user 
experience because positive user experience leads 
to increased word of mouth and high rate of 
customer engagement.

Great user experience is the backbone of excellent 
sites. It ultimately helps to determine an increase in 
bounce rate and an increase in conversion rate. 



Information architecture is much more than the 
menus on the website. The menu being part of IA is 
only one aspect of IA.

Similarly, it is mostly initial first step of UX design. IA 
is simple and ultimately drive users to their desired 
location and fulfill desired goals of a website. IA is 
all about organizing information in clear and logical 
way with an objective to help users to navigate a 
complex set of data efficiently. In simple terms when 
you are making your website by keeping the target 
users in mind, you are practicing information 
architecture. 

Information Architecture

IA facilitates people and organizations to 
contemplate their structure and languages. Good IA 
aligns user's expectations by creating a hierarchy. 
Having a proper regime and intuitive navigation is 
not an overnight process; it is the result of thorough 
planning, proper user research, and practical 
testing. 

Image credit: FosterMilo



You can conduct the research to extract user needs 
through multiple ways. Before starting a web 
designing process, you can interview with the 
clients and use card sorting which will help you to 
create a user journey visual. For card sorting, you 
need to collect all website content and sort it into 
different categories. It will help you to gain more 
in-depth knowledge of the content and how users 
can access the content.

Same you can do through site map to create 
software, and the plus point is you can give access 
to your clients as well. It allows them to draw or 
modify it according to their needs and requirements. 
Access to the results of the usability test is required 
for IA to see site navigation efficiency for the end 
users.

Based on the information collected through user 
interviews and satisfaction of the user’s mental 
model through card sorting you can create the 
menu structure of your site. Tree testing is one of 
the most commonly used research technique for 
designing an effective as well as attractive user 
interface. 

Image credit: Nielsen Norman Group



Navigation is considered to be the cornerstone of 
usability. Getting the global navigation correct at 
first place in designing is an efficient way to end up 
with the high-end user experience. It is a steering 
wheel of your website or a central nervous system. 
Therefore it is essential to get it done correctly. 
Here is the list of few principles, adhere to these 
principles to navigate your site accurately.

Simplicity
Site navigation should be designed in a way that 
leads visitors to go where they want to go with as 
fewest clicks as possible.

Clarity
Another important consideration to improve site 
navigation is clarity there is no need to place any 
guessing about what is the meaning of each 
navigation option. Every navigation option must 
have to be self-evident for the users.

Global Navigation

Consistency
Consistent site navigation on all pages is another 
critical aspect site navigation process. 

When it comes to designing navigation, consider 
few things

The target market expects a particular type of 
interaction with your website and site navigation is 
the only options which can help you to make those 
expectations work in your favor. Site navigation 
needs to accommodate the needs of the site 
visitors. Therefore, it is necessary to come up with a 
pattern which is fulfilling the needs of your target 
audience.



Sometimes a navigation process which is perfect for 
a website not work on mobile because the 
navigation processes for desktop and site 
navigation process for mobile both are different. 
You need to be clear on this most significant aspect 
of designing. When it comes to navigation on 
various devices, it's highly recommended to 
consider navigation on all types of devices.
Assign different priority levels to user tasks; give 
prominence in the layout to paths and destination as 
per priority level and frequency of use. 

Don't make all the navigation options permanently 
visible it will overload the user's memory. Just make 
most essential navigation options available all the 
time rather than making it visible when the users 
need them.

For efficient navigation, it is fundamental to 
communicate the current location of your site. 
Failing to indicate the current position is the big 
standard problem, therefore, think about the 
location indicators.



Site navigation has the bigger impact on success or 
failure of the site. If affect traffic, rankings, 
conversions, and user-friendliness. Links and the 
navigation process are considered to be most 
critical factors in site navigation process, and both 
have the direct effect on user journey. Let's dig 
deeper to have a look at few rules which can help 
you to integrate interactive elements on your site.

● User expectations for the behavior of internal 
and external links are different. All the internal 
links should have to open in the same tab. If 
you want to open the outer links in new 
window, it is essential to provide a warning by 
adding a "opens in a new window." 

● To influence the users' intention to visit and 
revisit the page, you need to change the color 
of the visited links.

Links and Navigation Options

Knowing which pages keep the user from 
unintentionally revisiting the same pages.



When a user is searching for content, they want the 
answer from the search engine immediately not a 
404 error page. Therefore it is mandatory to check 
all the links double. Dead link testing is an integral 
part of quality assurance (QA) testing.
st
You can find several online tools to check broken 
link. But Google Webmaster is the be one. 

Image: 404 page- visitors don’t like to see this page



Back button functionality in a browser is neither 
redundant nor completely unnecessary. People still 
are using this particular wheel because it is an 
essential and second most favorite part of UI control 
in a browser. When it comes to usability testing 
experiences, it is necessary to make sure that the 
back button is working as per user expectations. 
When a user clicks the back button, they want to 
return to the same spot on the original page. 

“Back” Button In Browser

Therefore to provide hassle-free search experience 
to the users you need to make sure back button 
functionality. It is necessary to bring the user back 
where they left off; bringing them back on top of the 
initial page will force them to scroll, and it will make 
the user frustrated.



Secondary navigation scheme, set of contextual 
links working as a navigation aid on a website, 
usually function as the indicator to trace the location 
of the user on a website. It gives user orientation 
and shows them exactly where they are on a site. It 
helps users to understand the relationship between 
their location on a page and high-level pages.

Breadcrumbs are not used as the substitute of 
primary navigation. The primary navigation process 
leads the user, but breadcrumbs only support the 
users. Breadcrumbs are not a primary method 
navigation it is an extra feature.

For efficient site navigation, it is essential to make it 
clear on each level. If you want to signal the 
direction, then use the right-pointing arrow (→) 
rather than more-than sign (>) and forward slash (/) 
as a separator is highly recommended instead of 
slash for e-commerce sites.

Breadcrumbs

Image: Example of Breadcrumbs. Screen shot taken from http://gulfyouthsport.com



If someone is visiting your site, it means he/she is in 
search of particular items. They don't want to use a 
whole lot of navigation options. They only want to 
type text in the search box, submit their search 
query and go to the page they are looking for. Here 
are few basics necessary when designing the 
search box.

Where do you place the search box? The answer 
depend on the site. 

If it is a site like Corporate Website, Product or 
service information website where number of 
information are not that much. People can find out 
almost all information through navigation. In that 
case people expect the search box on top right 
corner. Let me show you some example

Search

Image: Search Box Position



If number of content (i.e. Article, Product etc.) on 
the site is high and tough to discover through 
navigation bar, in that case designer normally place 
the search box at the middle to bring more visitors 
attention on it. Let’s see some example

Images: Propertyfinder.ae is one of the biggest property portal of Dubai. They placed the 
search box 

at the middle with some advance option. 

Some points to remember about search box

● Search is an essential function on your site, 
so display search prominently on content-rich 
websites for fast discovery of users.

● Size of the input box is most critical aspect 
when it comes to design and development of 
a site with high navigation capability. Keeping 
the input field too short is a common mistake. 
A user can input them in the query into a short 
box, but only a particular portion of text will be 
visible to the user which is terrible when it 
comes to usability. When the search box is 
too short users need to input quick and 
imprecise queries because longer queries will 
be hard and inconvenient to read. It is highly 
recommended to use 27-character input field 
because it can accommodate 90%queries.



● Putting the search box on every page is 
another efficient way to utilize the search box 
option available to you for navigation.

● People don't bother to write the full text, and 
sometimes they are even confused with 
spellings. So, the search box with the 
auto-complete feature can help you to 
convince visitors to visit some pages.



Content Strategy

Content strategy is all about designing the page by 
keeping in mind the goals and objectives of the 
page. Sit with clients and SEO specialist to craft a 
compelling content strategy because the Google's 
behavior and the visitor's way of looking at your site 
are different. Visitors always love to see image 
content on your site because images are more 
efficient than words but Google love text content. 
So, when you are crafting the content strategy for 
your site, it is necessary to consider both aspects.
While we were designing our new company site, we 
were considering both option. We need to place 
images, video for people and need to place related 
text content for Google. 

Designing Individual Pages

Image: Royex.ae website at designing phase. Well balanced site with text and image content



Prevent Information Overload

According to research, online users only have 
8-seconds attention span. You need to attract them 
as quickly as possible. Information overload is a 
common severe problem that prevents users from 
making quick decisions. There are several ways 
which can help you to minimize the information 
overload on your site, and one conventional and 
most significant technique is chunking. Chunking is 
breaking the content into small chunks to make it 
easily understandable for the users. Checkout form 
is another perfect example of minimizing the 
information overload on your site. Display with five 
to seven input fields and breaking down the check 
out into pages can help you to prevent information 
overload on your site.

Image: Witteia



● Avoid Jargon And Industry Specific 
Terminology

Common site visitors are not familiar with the jargon 
and industry-specific terms. All unknown phrases or 
the terms appearing on your site will increase the 
cognitive load of the users. Therefore a safe bet is 
to write for all types of the readers and use words 
that are easy to understand for all level of users.

● Minimize Long Content Sections
The text is the most crucial aspect of your website 
design; it is also a significant part of your content 
strategy. If your site is not geared to substantial 
information consumption then try to avoid long 
blocks of text.

Image credit: The Daily Rind



Many amateur writers and a large number of web 
designers clutter the content on a page with 
gratuitous capitalization. All caps text turns people 
off; using cap text in the social context means you 
are yelling and offering a lousy readability to users. 
Many websites use all caps to emphasize their 
message, but this is not a practical approach 
because the text in caps reduces the shape contrast 
for words. It is entirely okay to use caps in tiny 
doses on your site such as for an acronyms or 
logos, but it is necessary to avoid all caps for longer 
things on your site. According to a book written by 
Legibility of Print use of all caps on a web page for 
more extended text sections such as paragraphs 
dramatically reduce the speed of reading and it is 
less legible for the readers.

Image: Text in all caps is hard for users to read.



Page Structure

Content priority, visual design and placing the page 
component correctly to meet objectives are some of 
the most significant aspects of designing a 
successful and productive webpage. A properly 
structured web page enhances clarity by placing 
each user interface element correctly in the layout. 
There is nothing like a one-size-fits-all rule for 
designing a page with useful structure, but there are 
few considerations which can help you to come up 
with a stable structure.  

Make it predictable

Properly align the design of your page with user 
expectations. Have a look at the website from the 
similar category; find the essential elements and 
their placement on the pages. A pattern familiar to 
the target audience is an effective approach for 
designing user-specific page structure.



A layout grid divides the page into significant 
regions and helps to define the linkages between 
elements concerning size and position. A network 
can help you to combine different parts of your page 
and make the structure of your site cohesive and 
easy to understand.

Utilize Layout Grid

Image: Grids and layout systems



Cutter overloads the interface and reduces 
comprehension on your site. De-cluttering the 
pages is considered to be an efficient way to 
increase the interaction and turn visitors from 
sideline readers to active participants. One possible 
way to de-clutter your page is to create a wireframe 
before building an actual page with real images, 
analyze it and get rid of the things that are 
unnecessary.

There are different types of structures; Minimalize is 
one of those types that I have discussed in this 
section. 

Utilize Low-Fidelity Wireframe and Cut Out the Clutter

A low-fidelity wireframe created in Adobe XD (Image credit: Tim Hykes) (View large version)



As the technology to display a page is evolving, it 
remains the designer’s job to arrange the content. 
Visual hierarchy, presentation of elements in a way 
that implies importance, is the best way to make the 
content clear and comprehensive for the readers. 
It is easy for visitors to scan pages instead reading 
the text on it. If someone wants to find the content 
or they are in search of completing the task they will 
scroll until they see the desired information and the 
right visual hierarchy is something which can help 
them to navigate and find whatever they want on a 
site. 

Visual Hierarchy

Facing dense text and a short attention span is a 
common problem for the web designers, and visual 
hierarchy is the only way to guide the reader’s eyes 
to the most critical information. 



Designers have control over where people are 
looking when they view a page. There are two 
natural scanning patterns which can help you to set 
the right path for the visitor’s eyes to follow. The 
f-shaped design is useful for heavy text pages such 
as articles, and the Z-shaped design is better for 
non-text oriented pages. On Chapter six you will 
know more about it. 

Follow the Natural Scanning Pattern

Image: An F-shaped pattern is used by CNN

Image: A Z-scanning design is used by Basecamp



● Visually Prioritize Important Elements

The design is not all about making thing pretty but is 
more about making things functional. It is all about 
putting things together that help users to consume 
the information easily and efficiently. Therefore, 
make screen titles, log-in forms, navigation options 
and other essential elements focal, as it will help 
visitors to see them right away.

The “Learn More About Brains” call to action stands out. (View large version)



● Create Mockups And Clarify The Visual 
Hierarchy

Mockups are mid to high fidelity representation of 
product appearance, show the basics of 
functionality. Mockups fill visual as well as static 
details. A mockup can give you a good idea of how 
things will work and a rough idea of how your site 
will function. Mockups enable designers to have a 
look at the layout of the real page and make 
adjustments because rearranging mockups is easier 
than doing it in actual web development process. 

A mockup created using Adobe XD. (Image credit: Course to) (View large version)



Scroll behavior refers to the scrolling down the page 
in smooth and regular rhythm to signify the 
consumption of content. People are extremely busy, 
and they have an extremely short span of attention. 
It is a persistent myth among designers that people 
don’t scroll but everybody scroll. The good news is 
that you can improve the scroll behavior by just 
following few tips:

● Encourage Users To Scroll

People start scrolling once the page is loaded. What 
is at the top of the page, play a significant role in 
setting the first impression and allow users to 
expect quality for visitors. People continue to scroll 
if the things above the fold are promising. 
Therefore, put the most compelling content at the 
top of the page. 

Scrolling Behavior

● A good Introduction

The introduction is the first initial stage which helps 
you to set the context for the content. Therefore it 
needs to be appealing to users. 

● Engaging Imagery

Users pay close attention to the images with 
relevant information. Use very pleasant imagery and 
correctly align it with the information.



● Enduring The Navigation Options

The sense of orientation and understanding of 
navigation are two critical concepts when it comes 
to lengthy design pages. Navigation on long pages 
is problematic for the users because the top 
navigation bars losses visibility when the user 
scrolls down. For this, the sticky menu is an obvious 
solution that will show current location, and it will 
remain on the screen at a consistent area all the 
time. 

Scroll-activated sticky navigation (Image: Zenman)



● Provide Visual Feedback

Content loading during scrolling is supposed to be 
as fast as possible. For web pages where content 
loads dynamically, it is important to provide visual 
feedback to indicate the system is working. You can 
use looped animation in this regard.

● Don’t Hijack Scrolling

You are at a site, you attempt to scroll, but the site 
decides it knows better, hinders your scrolling to 
prettify your experience. This is what we can call 
hijacked scrolling. Hijacked scrolling is most 
annoying because it takes the control away from the 
users and making scrolling behavior completely 
unpredictable. When it comes to designing the 
website, let users control their browsing experience.

 

Image: Tumbler’s signup page uses scroll hijacking

Subtle animation (such as Pinterest’s loading indicator) tells the user that more content is 
being loaded.



In this continuously evolving and complex online 
business environment it is vital for the website 
owners to address users need instantly. There are 
times when your website takes time to deliver 
content just because of slow internet connects or 
because of an operation taking time for the 
completion. No matter what the reason is, to 
compete effectively, it is essential to make your 
website fast and responsive. 

● Make Sure Regular Loading Is Fast

The average attention span and the level of 
tolerance for the web users are low usually 10 
seconds or less than that. When loading takes the 
time, it makes users frustrated and influence them 
to leave. Even users start the site, with beautifully 
designed loading indicators if loading takes time.

Content Loading

● Use Skeleton Screens During Loading

The overall speed of a website depends on load 
time, load behavior, waiting for time and 
smoothness of the animation. Placing a progress 
indicator on a site means data is loading and the 
intention behind this is to provide visual feedback. 
But in actual terms, it is like an attention call to 
indicate the fact that you need to wait. Skeleton 
screen is an excellent alternative to the progress 
indicator. It is a short blank version of the page 
which loads information gradually. It allows users to 
focus on actual progress and will enable them to 
anticipate the elements on the website. It creates a 
sense that things are opening immediately and 
there is an incremental display of the information on 
the screen.



Buttons on the web page are considered to be a big 
deal and more importantly the gateway to getting 
visitors to interact with your site. Buttons are not 
only simple UI elements creating smooth 
conversational flow, but they are also most 
important to develop. 

It’s essential to ensure that the buttons on a website 
are clickable and they have enough space for the 
user to click and tap comfortably. Visual elements 
like links and buttons that are not clickable can 
easily confuse the users and make their interaction 
overwhelming. 

● Label Buttons As Per Functionality

The labels on actionable interface element are tied 
back with what it can do for the users. Once the 
user gets an idea about what action a button can 
do, they will feel more comfortable.

Buttons

● Design Buttons Consistently

Users remember details consciously or 
unconsciously. They associate a particular 
element’s shape with the functionality of a button. 
Consistency is the most significant aspect which 
contributes to the high looking design and makes it 
more familiar to the users. 



Human beings are visual creatures; they can 
process the information instantly. 90% of all the 
information that we perceive and transmit to our 
brain is visible. Harness the power of visual 
information is considered to be a primary ingredient 
for attracting users’ attention. A single image can 
convey a thousand words because it is more 
efficient than an elaborately designed block of text. 
You can add visuals to your website with the caveat 
that these images need to support the value 
proposition and perceived expectations of the users. 

●

The most significant mistake in design is to use 
imagery conveying the wrong message. Use 
images that are relevant to the context and 
supporting the goals of your site  

Imagery

Images that aren’t related to the topic will confuse. 



● Avoid Generic Photos

Web designs that have included people are more 
persuasive than those without generic photos. Many 
corporate websites are notorious for making the use 
of generic images, as these pictures help them to 
build a sense of trust between the site and the 
users. It is commonly accepted phenomena that 
human faces in design engage users effectively. But 
usability test suggests these photo rarely add value 
to the plan and mostly impair the UX.

● Use High-Quality Images

Use high-quality images without any distortion 
because models have a tremendous impact on 
user’s impression and expectations of your site. To 
make imagery effective on your site make sure that 
the size is appropriate and images are not 
pixelated.

Image: A degraded image versus an adequately sized image



It is an undeniable fact that video has become a 
staple of our everyday life. They are an attractive, 
versatile and incredibly shareable medium which 
allow you to reach your target audience. A single 
video can convey more emotions and give people a 
feel for your product or service. 

Here are few tips which can help you to integrate 
this useful and most powerful tool on your site: 

● By default set the audio to off, with an option 
to turn it on because when users arrive on the 
page, they don’t expect that the video will play 
any sound. 

Video

Image: On this site by default we turned the audio off but visitor can play it anytime. 



● Short videos are more appealing as well as 
practical than longer videos so try to keep it 
as quick as possible. According to wistia.com 
Video Length is a matter and shorter is better. 

● If you are using video as the only way to 
consume content, then it will limit the access 
to the information. So, provide an alternative 
method for content consumption such as 
caption or a full transcript of the video. 

Subtitles and transcript will make video content more accessible. (Image credit: TED) 
(View large version)



Call-to-action buttons are much more than just 
being attractive and fitting the overall design of the 
website. CTA guide users towards the 
conversational goals and direct visitors to a desired 
course of action.

Consider few things when it comes to design CTA 
buttons:

● CTA is the most prominent element on your 
page so it is essential to make sure the size of 
CTA is neither large nor too short and you can 
see it from a distance.

● The colors you are choosing have a 
tremendous impact on making it noticeable. 
So give CTA a visual prominence with 
contrasting color and beautiful buttons.

Call-To-Action Buttons

● The amount of space around CTAs is vital 
because white space creates breathing room 
which is essential and separate a button from 
the other elements in the interface.

● Write action-oriented text to compel visitors to 
take steps. 

Evernote has one of the most common yet still useful action-oriented texts for its CTA. 



Website usability is an essential consideration in 
web designing. Effort, imagination, and empathy 
help to create, customize and maintain a site. With 
the advent of internet, technology and new 
standards, the face of the internet, as well as 
websites, are evolving. Websites are not confined to 
be informational portals for business firms that are 
in need of communication channels for information 
sharing. Sites are much more than this initial 
functionality. 

The web form is one of the most significant types of 
interaction for the users. The form is the final step to 
complete individual goals. The filling form is like a 
conversation with consistent communication 
between two parties user and the website. 

Web Forms

● Ask what you want to know.
● Ask questions logically from the perspective of 

the users. 
● Create logical blocks or sets to group the 

related information. 

Group related fields together. (Image: Nielsen Norman Group)



The animation is not just cartoons only. From 
full-screen moving images to hover effects, the 
animation is popping up everywhere. It all about 
makes the website design trendy, fun and the 
user-friendly interface as much as possible. 

Designers are incorporating animation as functional 
elements and continuously enhancing the user 
experiences. It is not essential for delight; it is 
essential for efficient interaction. 

You can enhance the user experience through 
animation by

● Providing visual feedback on user actions
● Enhancing the visibility of the system status
● Through navigational transition (a high-level 

view to a detailed view)
● Through branding animation, you can engage 

users. 

Animation

Image credit: Ramotion



With the advent of internet and technology, the use 
of mobile devices to access the website is 
increasing day by day. 50% of the users access the 
web through their mobile phone. It is considered to 
be an excellent opportunity for web designers to 
come up with a portable strategy useful for the 
website.

Practice Responsive Web Design

To make your site accessible on mobile devices, 
optimize it for the vast landscape of desktop as well 
as mobile browsers. In each case screen resolution, 
supported technologies and user base is different. 

● Follow a single columns layout as it works 
best for the mobile screens.

● Use Priority+ pattern to prioritize the 
navigation across breakpoints. 

Mobile Considerations

● Make sure that the size of the images is 
appropriate for display and platforms.

Responsive Image Breakpoints Generator helps you to manage multiple sizes of images, 
enabling you to generate responsive image breakpoints interactively. 



When it comes to navigating a site through mobile, 
you need to interact through the finger taps, not 
mouse clicks. It means when you are designing 
touch targets and interactions you need to apply 
different rules. 

● Correctly size the touch target and make sure 
that all interactive elements are tappable. 

● Make the visual signifiers of interactivity 
stronger. 

Going From Clickable To Tappable

Smaller touch targets are harder for users to tap than larger ones. (Image credit: Apple)



Making your site accessible means people with 
disabilities can perceive, understand, navigate and 
interact your site. Designers can practice empathy 
by designing a website for users with impairments 
and allow them to learn other’s perspective.

Low contrast is problematic for the users with low 
vision. It is not only hard to read on the website, but 
it is even more challenging to navigate on mobile. 
Therefore it is essential to improve readability by 
maintaining a sufficient contrast between text and 
background.

Accessibility

Gray text on a light-gray background is hard to read. The experience will be far from right, 
and the design only won’t work.



Color Blind Users

According to an estimate approximately 4.5% of the 
global population, is color blind suffering from low 
vision or complete blindness. So, it is important to 
make design accessible to these users to improve 
the accessibility of your site.

Blind Users

Images and illustrations are critical for user 
experience but for blind people use assistive 
technology such as screen readers to interpret the 
website design. 

This page is selling the same shirt by providing accurate alternative text for blind people. Good: Icons and labels show which areas are invalid, better communicating the information 
to a color-blind user.



There is a group of users who navigate the internet 
through the keyboard rather than a mouse. To make 
interactive and navigation elements easily 
accessible, you need to enable interactive features 
to be focused on the Tab key and by displaying 
keyboard focus indicators. 

Follow some basic rules for keyboard navigation: 

● Make sure that the keyboard focus invisible 
and obvious

● Make all interactive elements accessible. 

Keyboard-Friendly Experience

Users who navigate the internet through the keyboard rather than a mouse.



Iterative Testing

Testing is most critical part of the UX design 
process, and it is all about checking the web for 
potential bugs before making it live or before 
moving the code into the production environment. 
Like other parts of the design process, it is also 
considered to be an iterative process. 

Test Page-Loading Time

In this era of internet and technology, users’ 
attention span is limited, and they hate slow loading 
pages. In case of a modern website, design and 
development process response time is the most 
critical factor. Don’t make users wait 10 seconds for 
anything on your sites even a few second delay can 
make their overall experience unpleasant. Use tools 
such as PageSpeed Insight to extract the causes of 
slow speed and to make your site useful. 

Testing

A/B Testing

A/B testing is a method of comparing two versions 
of a webpage to determine the performance. AB 
testing primarily an experiment in which two or more 
variants of the page are given to the user randomly. 
In this process, statistical analysis is used to 
determine which one is performing better for a given 
conversational goal.
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We can hope all of the points that we notice in our 
book will help you to improve your website user 
experience. As a leading web design and mobile 
app development company in Dubai we know the 
impact of user experience in modern technologies.

User experience is an art form of its own. A poor 
user experience brings poor conversion rate. We 
believe having a solid foundation for testing your 
site, knowing your users/customer and wanting to 
educate, can solve a lot of pain-points in the future. 
We recommend to invest your time and money into 
improving your user experiences for better results 
and significant improvements in your ROI.

Conclusion 
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Wouldn’t you love to have a fully adaptable website that you could optimise when needed? Chat to us about 
making that possible for your business and website needs..

CONTACT US
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